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a b s t r a c t
The human cortex is highly folded to allow for a massive expansion of surface area. Notably, the thickness of the
cortex strongly depends on cortical topology, with gyral cortex sometimes twice as thick as sulcal cortex. We recently demonstrated that global differences in thickness between gyral and sulcal cortex continue to evolve
throughout adolescence. However, human cortical development is spatially heterogeneous, and global comparisons lack power to detect localized differences in development or psychopathology. Here we extend previous
work by proposing a new measure – local cortical coupling – that is sensitive to differences in the localized topological relationship between cortical thickness and sulcal depth. After estimation, subject-level coupling maps
can be analyzed using standard neuroimaging analysis tools. Capitalizing on a large cross-sectional sample
(n = 932) of youth imaged as part of the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort, we demonstrate that local
coupling is spatially heterogeneous and exhibits nonlinear development-related trajectories. Moreover, we uncover sex differences in coupling that indicate divergent patterns of cortical topology. Developmental changes
and sex differences in coupling support its potential as a neuroimaging phenotype for investigating neuropsychiatric disorders that are increasingly conceptualized as disorders of brain development. R code to estimate
subject-level coupling maps from any two cortical surfaces generated by FreeSurfer is made publicly available
along with this manuscript.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction
To accommodate a marked expansion of surface area, the cortical
sheet of the human brain is highly folded (Van Essen, 1997; Zilles
et al., 2013). Such folding has important functional implications and
may increase computational efﬁciency due to reduced axonal distance
within a gyrus (Van Essen, 1997). Moreover, folding patterns and local
cortical thickness are closely inter-related (Fischl, 2013; von Economo,
1925). von Economo (1925) described that the thickness of the cortex
is signiﬁcantly reduced in passing from the crown of a gyrus to the
ﬂoor of a sulcus. This striking relationship was subsequently veriﬁed
in vivo using structural neuroimaging techniques (Fischl and Dale,
2000).
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It was long posited that this relationship between sulcal depth (SD)
and cortical thickness (CT) is established in utero or in the perinatal period simultaneously with the development of cortical convolution (Toro
and Burnod, 2005; von Economo, 1925; Zilles et al., 1997). However, we
recently demonstrated that the relationship between CT and SD evolves
dynamically throughout youth (Vandekar et al., 2015). Notably, topological position inﬂuences cortical maturation throughout this critical
period. We found that linear thinning is widespread across the cortex
but is maximal in the depths of the sulcus, whereas circumscribed
areas of gyral cortex demonstrate marked nonlinear thickening between the ages of 8 and 14 years (Vandekar et al., 2015).
This work established that understanding relationships between
cortical measures (e.g., thickness and depth) is critical for an accurate
characterization of the plastic remodeling that occurs during youth. Furthermore, it suggests that such brain phenotypes may be important to
understanding neuropsychiatric disorders (schizophrenia, autism,
ADHD) that are increasingly conceptualized as disorders of brain development (Insel, 2010; Krain and Castellanos, 2006; Rapoport et al., 2012;
Shaw et al., 2012; Steen et al., 2006; White et al., 2003) and may occur
on a localized scale (Ronan et al., 2012; Wagstyl, 2015).
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There are important methodological considerations in trying to relate the properties of two cortical surfaces or volumetric brain images:
cortical surfaces and brain images are highly autocorrelated, nonindependent measures that can be re-sampled to an arbitrary number
of observations. Thus, standard parametric statistics are not applicable.
Prior work used canonical correlation analysis (Avants et al., 2010;
Ouyang et al., 2015) to describe the relationship between two measures
in volumetric space. In order to assess the signiﬁcance of the observed
correlation, Avants et al. (2010) relied on permutation tests that
relabeled subjects. This approach seeks to understand the relationship
between the two measures across subjects. In our recent work
(Vandekar et al., 2015), we introduced a novel spatial permutation testing procedure, adapted from the ﬁeld of microscopy research, that evaluates the relationship between cortical measures in a statistically
rigorous framework. Our approach differed from Avants et al. in that
the interest was in assessing the spatial relationship between two variables within two averaged cortical surfaces. While this approach successfully delineated robust spatial effects associated with development
in youth, it was limited in that analyses studied only global effects across
subjects. For studies of more subtle individual and group differences in
spatial relationships such an approach is not ideal, as it does not allow
exploration of local regional effects. A within-subject map describing
the spatial relationship among cortical measures would be a substantial
advance and allow the application of standard tools for group-level
analysis (e.g., GLM, MVPA, etc.) across subjects.
Here we introduce a method for describing local cortical coupling on
a within-subject basis using a surface-based, locally-weighted regression
procedure. Although this procedure could be used for any two surface
maps, we apply it to extend our prior work describing how changes in
CT are coupled to SD in development. We capitalize on the Philadelphia
Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC), a large-scale, single-site study of
brain development (Calkins et al., 2015; Satterthwaite et al., 2015,
2014a). Results demonstrate that local coupling is developmentally relevant and speciﬁc to regions where the relationship between CT and SD
is evolving. We further illustrate the measure's applicability to studies of
individual and group differences by demonstrating the presence of substantial sex differences in cortical coupling. Finally, we provide publically available R code (https://bitbucket.org/simonvandekar/coupling) for
the estimation of coupling of Freesurfer surfaces as a resource for the
neuroimaging community.
Methods
Subjects
Subjects included 932 youths (504 females) aged 8–22 (mean =
14.8; sd = 3.6) who completed neuroimaging as part of the PNC. The Institutional Review Boards of Penn and the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia approved all study procedures. All study participants provided
informed consent; minors under age 18 provided assent and the parent
or guardian provided consent. The sample, screening, and quality assurance procedures were previously detailed (Satterthwaite et al., 2014a;
Vandekar et al., 2015).
Brieﬂy, this study considered 1445 subjects imaged as part of the
PNC. Of this sample, 332 subjects met exclusionary criteria due to a history of potential abnormalities in brain development: medical problems
that may affect the brain (n = 166), inpatient psychiatric hospitalization (n = 51), or current use of psychotropic medication (n = 165).
Two hundred thirty-nine subjects met image quality assurance exclusionary criteria that included an automated and manual screening.
Many subjects were excluded due to multiple of the listed criteria, yielding the 932 subjects included in the present analysis and also used in
our prior report (Vandekar et al., 2015). Quality assurance screening
was based only on the standard Freesurfer output; no additional screening was made on the estimated cortical coupling maps. That is, if the
data quality is suitable for the analysis of standard cortical measures
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(e.g., thickness and sulcal depth), then it should be suitable for analyses
of coupling estimated from these measures.
Image acquisition and preprocessing
Image acquisition, preprocessing, and cortical reconstruction steps
are as described in Vandekar et al. (2015). A magnetization-prepared,
rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MPRAGE) T1-weighted structural
image was acquired, using the following parameters: TR, 1810 ms; TE,
3.51 ms; FOV, 180 × 240 mm; matrix, 192 × 256; 160 slices; TI,
1100 ms; ﬂip angle, 9°; effective voxel resolution, 0.9375 × 0.9375 ×
1 mm; and axial acquisition plane (Satterthwaite et al., 2014a).
Cortical reconstruction was performed using Freesurfer 5.3.0.
Freesurfer processing includes intensity normalization, gray and white
matter segmentation, tessellation of the pial and gray/white matter
boundaries, and spherical registration to a template (Dale et al., 1999),
ultimately producing CT and SD surface maps (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl
et al., 1999) which were used to estimate coupling for each subject. Cortical thickness is estimated in Freesurfer as the shortest distance between the estimated gray/white and pial surfaces. SD is estimated by
the formula
T

∫ nðkÞ

∂J
dt;
∂xtk

∂J
where n(k)T is the surface normal vector at vertex k, ∂x
t is the gradient of
k

J with respect to xk at time t, and J is a cost function for the inﬂation of
the cortical surface that is based on the distance of each vertex from
its neighbors. SD measures the distance a given vertex moves outward
during the inﬂation process. Prior to Freesurfer 6 the units of sulcal
depth are in arbitrary units. Other proposed methods for investigating
SD use different geometry for estimating SD (Yun et al., 2013), or
allow for comparison of SD in subject space using automatically labeled
neuroanatomical regions of interest (Mangin et al., 2004). The
pointwise calculation of SD in Freesurfer allows for estimation of coupling in template space.
After estimation of CT and SD, surface maps were registered to the
fsaverage5 template using the standard spherical registration procedure
in Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 1999). The fsaverage5 template was used to
decrease the time to estimate coupling and reduce the number of comparisons conducted.
Estimation of coupling maps
Local CT–SD coupling is a subject speciﬁc measure that is estimated
at each vertex on the cortical surface in template space. The measure is
intended to capture one aspect of the multivariate nature of cortical
measurements; speciﬁcally, coupling describes the localized relationship between CT and SD in a neighborhood of a given vertex.
For CT and SD, the coupling measure at a given vertex, v0, is deﬁned
as the slope parameter estimate of a weighted regression of CT onto SD
in a neighborhood, Nv0, of v0 (Fig. 1). The weights in the regression are
related to the neighboring vertices' distance from the central vertex.
Distance is deﬁned as the Euclidean distance between points on the
surface. We allow neighbors up to 15 degrees of separation. Weights are
all less than or equal to one and rounded to three decimal places. To
minimize interpolation through the surface, weights for neighbors of
the same order as a neighbor with a weight of zero are all set to zero.
The weights, wj, used in the regression are proportional to the standard
normal probability density function,

wj ¼ e



1 d
2σ 2

ðv0 ;v j Þ

2



where σ is a parameter that can be changed to modify the smoothness
of the surface by adjusting the weights in the regression. A larger
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Fig. 1. Estimation of local coupling using cortical thickness and sulcal depth for FWHM = 15. (A) For each subject a neighborhood for each vertex is used to estimate the slope of a weighted
regression of thickness onto sulcal depth. (B) Weights in the regression are inversely related to the distance from the central vertex. The central vertex is indicated with a white point.
(C) The estimated slope parameter from the regression is assigned to the central vertex. The white point indicates the central vertex, which is shown in black on the surface.

value of σ gives a smoother coupling surface. The units speciﬁed by σ
are millimeters, measured from the center vertex. The R code provided
with the manuscript gives the smoothness parameter in FWHM for consistency with Freesurfer's convention. After estimating weights, a regression in the local neighborhood for each vertex is performed and
the estimated slope parameter is the measure of coupling for that
vertex.
The units of coupling are in (millimeter thickness)/(1 unit sulcal
depth) where negative values indicate thinner cortex within a sulcus
and positive values indicate thicker cortex within a sulcus. For the current analyses coupling was estimated for each subject within a FWHM
kernel of 5, 10, and 15 mm in fsaverage5 space. After estimation,
mean maps were created to summarize the measure. After review of
summary statistics, coupling maps with FWHM = 15 were analyzed
using the group-level statistical analyses discussed below. Linear analyses with FWHM = 10 are included as supplementary analyses (Fig. S1).
In order to assess the ﬁt of the coupling maps, weighted correlation coupling (WC-coupling) maps were estimated for each subject. By squaring
these maps, a vertexwise R2 map can be estimated that allows for a visual assessment of the quality of coupling estimation. The correlation
maps can also be used as an outcome in analyses.
Notably, use of coupling is not restricted to relating CT and SD, or
even to analyses on the cortical surface. Coupling could be estimated
from registered volumetric brain images of different modalities. At present, the R code provided allows for estimation of coupling between any
two FreeSurfer surfaces in template space.

Mean coupling surface maps
Mean coupling surface maps were created by averaging the surfaces
of all 932 subjects. Local plots of CT and SD were created by averaging

across all subjects and then plotting the local neighborhood of each vertex. To assess the ﬁt of the coupling estimates, R2 maps were created by
squaring the WC-coupling maps. Though R2 does not explain whether
the linear assumption of the coupling model is correct, it does serve as
a useful scalar assessment of model ﬁt. Local coupling relationships
were investigated visually, (as in Fig. 3C & D) using the Desikan–Killiany
and Destrieux atlases (Desikan et al., 2006; Destrieux et al., 2010).

Mass-univariate statistical analyses
To demonstrate the biological importance of coupling we investigated linear and nonlinear age effects, as well as sex differences on the coupling at each vertex. Race and intracranial volume (ICV) were included
as covariates in all analyses. Additionally, we assess the effect of ICV as a
covariate with respect to sex differences. No smoothing was applied to
the surfaces as the local weighting in the estimation of coupling maps
acts as a smoothing kernel. Separate analyses of CT and SD are presented
in the supplement. These maps were smoothed with a kernel of 10 mm
instead of the 15 mm used for coupling. The smaller kernel was used to
preserve localized differences in CT in order to demonstrate that the results are sensitive to gyral and sulcal regions. We use a larger kernel for
coupling in order to characterize differences across sulcal and gyral
boundaries. All statistical maps were false discovery rate thresholded
at q = 0.01.
Linear models were ﬁt within Freesurfer. Shapiro–Wilk maps were
created to assess the normality of the residuals from the linear models
for coupling as well as thickness. If the Shapiro–Wilk test is signiﬁcant
it indicates deviance from normality. Flexible nonlinear functions
were estimated with thin plate splines using generalized additive
models (GAMs) with the mgcv package in R (R Core Team, 2012;
Satterthwaite et al., 2014b; Wood, 2011). The penalty parameters for
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the nonlinear spline terms were ﬁt as random effects and tested using
restricted likelihood ratio tests with RLRsim (Scheipl et al., 2008).
Note that these tests of nonlinearity are for nonlinear effects over and
above any linear effects that may be present. In addition to a nonlinear
main effect of age we also tested for nonlinear and linear age by sex interactions. This is a single test at each vertex for linear or nonlinear differences in the age trajectory between sexes.
Signiﬁcant differences in coupling indicate regions where the independent variable (e.g., age) affects the topological relationship between
CT and SD. Thus, analyses of coupling allow direct assessment and hypothesis testing of the spatial relationship between the two variables
that is not possible by analyzing the two measures separately. However,
to understand if variation in one variable is driving the coupling results,
it is necessary to investigate the relationship between CT and SD. This
can be done by investigating CT and SD surface maps separately to identify which variable has signiﬁcant associations in the region where coupling results are observed.
Alternatively, we can understand the relationship between the two
measures better by stratifying each cluster of signiﬁcant coupling with
respect to one of the imaging measures and plotting the relationship
of the other with the independent variable. We do this for the nonlinear
age results and the sex differences: to explore nonlinear age results, in
each cluster we averaged CT over regions where SD was less than and
greater than the median SD separately. We then ﬁt age trajectories to
the mean CT values to demonstrate how CT trajectories differ in regions
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of high and low SD (Fig. 5). To understand the sex differences we also
averaged CT over regions where SD was less than and greater than the
median of SD. Then we create scatterplots of CT for these subregions
of each cluster (Fig. 7).
Results
Cortical coupling mean characteristics
Mean maps were created to summarize the spatial distribution of
local coupling between CT and SD. Coupling maps showed the expected
global negative relationship between CT and SD, indicating that over
most of the cortex the cortical sheet is thinner in sulcal compared to
gyral locations (Fig. 2A, B, & C). However, there was also marked spatial
heterogeneity, suggesting that the method detects effects that are localized to speciﬁc regions compared to the whole brain spatial correlations
we previously documented (Vandekar et al., 2015). The strongest negative coupling was observed on gyral locations throughout parietal, temporal, and frontal cortex.
Notably, in contrast to the negative coupling seen in most regions,
clusters within inferior temporal, primary visual, and somatomotor cortex (Fig. 2A) show positive correlations between CT and SD for some
kernels. Detailed examination of primary visual and somatomotor clusters revealed that this is due to complex nonlinear relationships in local
neighborhoods that have unique topological characteristics, where

A

B

C

Fig. 2. Mean maps of coupling for healthy adolescents show substantial spatial heterogeneity with FWHM of 5, 10, and 15.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of coupling over kernels of FWHM = 15, 10, and 5 mm in (A) the central sulcus, where coupling changes between kernels and (C) primary visual cortex, where
coupling is positive. Vertices plotted were selected based on their location in a junction of anatomical regions. Plotting the local neighborhood for a vertex in the central sulcus shows
the juxtaposition of cortex with very different characteristics: the postcentral gyrus is much thinner than the precentral gyrus. (B) The larger kernels capture the more general trend,
however within a small neighborhood within the sulcus coupling is positive. (D) The local neighborhood of a vertex in primary visual cortex shows that positive coupling is the result
of the vertex lying on the border of three anatomically distinct regions. Colors in the scatter plots indicate regions from the (A) Desikan–Killiany and (B) Destrieux atlases. White lines
are the ﬁt of a weighted regression on average cortical thickness and sulcal depth maps. The white point indicates the central vertex in the scatterplots, which is shown in black on the
surfaces in (A) and (C).

regions of different thickness coalesce (Fig. 3). This effect is clearly seen
in the central sulcus, where precentral cortex is substantially thicker
than postcentral cortex at a similar SD (Fig. 3B). The sign of the relationship changes in the central sulcus based on the size of the kernel used
because in a localized neighborhood in the sulcus (FWHM = 5) there
is a positive association, however at a broader scale (FWHM = 15)
there is a negative association. Similarly, for visual cortex there is a gradient in thickness in the regions around the calcarine ﬁssure, with
parieto-occipital cortex being thicker than calcarine cortex, which in
turn is thicker than cuneal cortex. The nonlinear relationship in these
regions represents a violation in the linearity assumption of coupling.
This is indicated by a relative reduction in R2 in this region (Fig. S2). Signiﬁcant results in regions with a low R2 must be interpreted carefully
with scatterplots of the data. Though the larger kernels lose some information about the complexity of the relationship, they provide information about the general trend that occurs in larger neighborhoods that
encompass gyral and sulcal regions. Because differences across gyral/
sulcal boundaries are of interest, we selected a kernel of 15 mm for
analyses.
Shapiro–Wilk tests of the residuals from the group level linear
models indicated signiﬁcant deviation from normality in much of the
cortex for coupling and thickness (Fig. S3). These results suggest the assumptions of the regression model used are violated. However, linear
regression estimators are known to be asymptotically normal by the
central limit theorem (Boos and Stefanski, 2013). This justiﬁes the use
of the normal distribution for inference in large samples. The default
in Freesurfer is to use the t-distribution, which is asymptotically equivalent to the normal distribution as the degrees of freedom go to inﬁnity,
so inference in large samples using this distribution will be approximately equivalent to inference using the normal distribution.

Local cortical coupling evolves markedly with age in youth
Having established that local cortical coupling is spatially heterogeneous, we next examined how coupling evolves in development. Robust
linear declines in coupling with age were observed in bilateral middle and superior temporal gyrus, parietal cortex, occipital cortex,
and frontopolar cortex (Fig. 4). The changes in coupling are due primarily to thinning in the surrounding sulcal regions (Fig. S4A) rather
than changes in SD itself (Fig. S4B). While there is signiﬁcant linear
thinning throughout the cortex, coupling is sensitive to regions
where thinning occurs differentially between gyral and sulcal regions, highlighting bivariate patterns of change. In addition to agerelated declines, we observed age-related increases in the coupling
coefﬁcient (a negative slope becoming more positive) in the left
precuneus. This region also exhibited decreasing thickness overall,
but the positive change in coupling reﬂects relatively greater age associated thinning in gyral cortex.

Nonlinear developmental effects in local cortical coupling
In order to assess whether regions exhibited nonlinear developmental differences over and above linear effects, cortical coupling
was evaluated using penalized splines with generalized additive
models (GAMs). Results demonstrated signiﬁcant nonlinearities in
the temporal lobe where linear age related differences were also observed (Fig. 5A). Plotted mean trajectories within signiﬁcant clusters
indicate that nonlinear effects are characterized by a decline in coupling (becoming more negative) until age 14, at which point coupling stabilizes (Fig. 5B, C, & D). To investigate the effects driving
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Fig. 4. Coupling shows linear age-related decreases in occipital, parietal, temporal, and anterior frontal lobes. Increases are observed in left cuneus and bilateral anterior parietal cortex.
Statistical maps are FDR thresholded at q = 0.01. Color bars show signed p-values where blue indicates decreases with age and red indicates increases with age.

coupling differences we created mean gyral and sulcal CT trajectories
by stratifying CT by the median SD in each cluster. Examination of
gyral and sulcal CT changes in these regions revealed that this effect
is driven principally by nonlinear age related differences in CT, with
effects in CT following an inverse trajectory to coupling in gyral regions until age 14 (Fig. 5B, C, & D). After age 14 coupling is stable because cortical thinning in gyral regions occurs in tandem with the
surrounding sulcal regions (Fig. 5B, C, & D). These results suggest

that nonlinear age related differences in coupling are principally
driven by nonlinear thickening in gyral cortex prior to age 14.
These results again indicate that the effects in CT occur differentially
in sulcal and gyral locations, and demonstrate coupling's sensitivity
to nonlinear, bivariate patterns of age related effects. Plots of SD by
stratiﬁed by CT were stable with respect to age and are not shown.
The test for a nonlinear age by sex interaction in coupling yielded
no signiﬁcant results.

A

A

C

B

B

C

Fig. 5. Nonlinear age-related differences in coupling are driven by nonlinear differences in cortical thickness that are spatially related to sulcal depth. Nonlinear development-related effects
were observed bilaterally in temporal and parietal lobes and left frontal pole. (A, B, C) Mean trajectories of coupling (blue curve) in signiﬁcant regions were characterized by a smooth
decline until age 14, when coupling stabilized. In the same regions, age-related increases in thickness occur in regions of gyral cortex until age 14 (gray curve), when thinning begins
to occur at a rate similar to surrounding sulcal regions (white curve). Trajectories are ﬁt using generalized additive models. Gyral and sulcal cortex are deﬁned as above and below the
median in each region. Statistical maps are FDR thresholded at q = 0.01. Color bars show uncorrected p-values.
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Fig. 6. Females show stronger coupling between cortical thickness and sulcal depth. This effect is present in bilateral occipital and parietal cortex, and indicates a stronger negative
correlation between thickness and sulcal depth in this region. Statistical maps are FDR thresholded at q = 0.01. Color bars show signed p-values where blue represents regions that are
greater in males.

Evidence for greater coupling in females than males
As a ﬁnal step, in order to further examine local coupling's sensitivity
to studies of group and individual differences, a linear model was used
to assess sex differences while controlling for age, ICV, and race. Sex differences were found in bilateral inferior parietal cortex and frontal lobe.
Females have stronger negative CT–SD coupling than males in this region (Fig. 6). By stratifying CT by the median SD within signiﬁcant clusters we see that these coupling results are driven by thicker cortex in
females than males in gyral locations (Fig. 7). Vertexwise CT and SD
analyses corroborate this ﬁnding (Fig. S5).
Because sex is associated with ICV we investigated the effect of ICV
and the results after removing it from the model. With sex and age included in the model, the effect of ICV on coupling was spatially conservative with signiﬁcant associations in the frontal pole, precuneus, and
anterior cingulate (Fig. S6A). However, sex differences were more robust in the frontal and temporal lobes when ICV was not included as a

covariate (Fig. S6B), suggesting it may be an important covariate to include in analyses of coupling.

Discussion
Neuroanatomists discovered almost 100 years ago that CT varies
substantially with cortical topology (von Economo, 1925), wherein
gyral cortex is thicker than sulcal cortex. While it was previously
thought that this relationship was fully established in the pre- or perinatal period, we recently demonstrated that coupling continues to evolve
during adolescence (Vandekar et al., 2015). Because many major neuropsychiatric disorders are linked to abnormalities of cortical development and folding (Insel, 2010; Krain and Castellanos, 2006; Rapoport
et al., 2012; Shaw et al., 2012; Steen et al., 2006; White et al., 2003),
quantitative measurement of this relationship between CT and SD
may be useful for studies of developmental psychopathology.

A

B

C

D

Fig. 7. Sex differences in coupling are driven by thicker gyral cortex in females. Mean cortical thickness data is plotted for gyral and sulcal cortex separately in clusters of signiﬁcant sex
differences in coupling. (A) Females show lower coupling in left frontal lobe. (B) Within this cluster gyral cortex is thicker for females than males, while sulcal cortex is similar
between the two sexes. (C) Similarly, in right parieto-occipital junction females have stronger negative coupling due to (D) thicker gyral cortex than males in this region. Gyral and
sulcal cortex are deﬁned as above and below the median in each region. Color bars show signed p-values where blue represents more negative coupling in females than males.
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Here we introduced a new measure of local cortical coupling to describe the relationship between CT and SD, which was historically examined manually in post-mortem brains by early investigators. Local
cortical coupling is a subject-level, surface-based measure that can be
calculated using the R code made publically available (https://
bitbucket.org/simonvandekar/coupling), and can be readily applied to
studies of development or individual difference using standard analysis
tools. We demonstrate that local cortical coupling is spatially heterogeneous and evolves with age. Importantly, age-related differences in coupling demonstrate that local cortical topology is not ﬁxed, but continues
to develop in speciﬁc regions through adolescence. Moreover, signiﬁcant sex differences in coupling are present, with females exhibiting
more robust coupling than males in inferior parietal and posterior temporal cortex.

Local regression provides subject-level estimate of cortical coupling
Given the highly complex nature of the human cortex, there is increasing interest in describing how different cortical measures interrelate. Local cortical coupling is an approach that can be used to investigate the localized bivariate relationship between two cortical measures.
Previously, using PCA and spatial permutation tests, we showed that agerelated thinning was concentrated primarily in sulcal cortex and that
age-related thickening occurred in surrounding gyral cortex (Vandekar
et al., 2015). Similar analyses have considered the topological relationship between measures on a regional basis (Alemán-Gómez et al.,
2013; Klein et al., 2014). However, in all previous studies, these associations were identiﬁed across the entire cortex or averaged across large regions. We developed coupling as a vertexwise measure that describes
localized relationships between cortical measures. Notably, CT–SD coupling is spatially heterogeneous, providing a ﬁne level of resolution
that could not be captured in prior studies.
Calculation of local cortical coupling produces a subject-level measure that allows it to be easily integrated into standard analysis tools
as an outcome variable or high dimensional predictor. Here, coupling
was used to describe the relationship between CT and SD. However, it
should be noted that any surface based map in Freesurfer could be
used; indeed, coupling could also be estimated in registered volumetric
images. Coupling therefore may represent a valuable new subject-level
imaging phenotype for studies of development that is sensitive to individual differences, and potentially to the presence of neuropsychiatric
disorders.

Coupling identiﬁes topologically heterogeneous regions
As documented by early anatomists, CT–SD coupling is negative
across most of the cortical surface. However, our local coupling measure
provides novel evidence of spatial heterogeneity in this relationship.
Notably, coupling is most robust in gyral heteromodal association cortex
and large sulci such as the insula. Local variations in coupling delineate
developmentally relevant regions that are not well differentiated by
cortical measures evaluated on their own.
In contrast to the negative coupling seen throughout the cortex,
clusters of positive coupling for larger kernels are quite sparse. Positive
coupling is not driven by an inversion of the normal relationship between CT and SD, but rather is seen at junctions of anatomic regions
where there are systematic differences in thickness between gyri on opposite sides of a sulcus (Fischl and Dale, 2000; von Economo, 1925).
Larger kernels detect more general changes in the CT–SD relationship
at the expense of having complex nonlinear relationships go undetected. Low R2 in these regions is indicative of a failure of coupling to capture these complex relationships. This relationship is particularly
evident in visual cortex and central sulcus. Signiﬁcant coupling results
in these regions should be interpreted carefully.
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Age and sex differences in coupling
Human adolescent development is characterized by a decrease
in gray matter volume and an increase in white matter volume
(Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997; Levitt, 2003; Matsuzawa et al.,
2001). However, such remodeling has substantial local variation that
occurs at multiple spatial scales. The results shown here and in our
prior report (Vandekar et al., 2015) indicate that cortical remodeling occurs at a ﬁne scale that is strongly related to cortical topology. Withinsubject measurement of local cortical coupling allows us to evaluate
such developmental effects in much greater detail. Coupling changes robustly during youth, and follows both linear and non-linear developmental patterns. Such age related differences in coupling are driven by
cortical thinning that occurs more robustly in sulci, as well as in gyral
cortex that shows nonlinear increases in CT. Our ﬁndings therefore emphasize that changes in gray matter development are topologically sensitive to SD and also that continued development of CT–SD coupling
occurs in speciﬁc regions during youth, contributing to the wellestablished relationship between CT and SD observed in adults.
In addition to such developmental changes, we found evidence for
sex differences in cortical coupling. Speciﬁcally, females had stronger
negative coupling in the temporal and parietal lobes, which was driven
by greater gyral CT in females. As substantial developmental strengthening in coupling occurs in these regions, sex differences suggest that
coupling may advance more rapidly in females from an early age. Greater CT in females in parietal and posterior temporal lobes has been reported across various age ranges (Im et al., 2006; Luders et al., 2006;
Sowell et al., 2007). The results reported here thus accord with prior literature, and also demonstrate that sex differences in CT are topologically related to SD, producing stronger coupling in females. These results
further underline the utility of local cortical coupling as a useful
subject-level measure for studies of individual differences and, potentially, developmental psychopathology.
Limitations
As noted above, nonlinear spatial relationships of CT and SD are not
detected with this methodology. Instead coupling will take a positive or
negative value based on the general direction of the relationship between the two variables. This has the advantage of being easily interpretable at the cost of missing complex nonlinear patterns that may
be of interest.
Because coupling maps are slope estimates they represent the anatomical strength of the relationship, but do not capture the statistical
strength or give any representation of how much noise is in the estimate
of the slope. Two vertices with similar values of coupling can have different correlations. If the statistical strength of the relationship is of interest then WC-coupling maps can be analyzed instead.
Due to the computational burden of estimating geodesic distance
across the folded pial surface, Euclidean distance on the inﬂated surface
was used to estimate neighborhoods and weights in the regression.
Using Euclidean distance on the inﬂated cortical sheet serves only as
an approximation to the true anatomical distances measured across
the surface. Because of this approximation the number of points used
in each local regression is variable depending on the folding of the cortex at that location. Euclidean distances on the inﬂated surface are
shorter than the geodesic distances in places where the cortex is highly
folded, so estimates of coupling in these regions are likely smoother
than in other regions that are less folded.
Future directions
Examining the bivariate relationship of brain phenotypes through
local cortical coupling may have several potentially fruitful applications
moving forward. First, several studies have reported correlations of
MRI derived measures, including folding and thickness, with
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cytoarchitecture (Fischl, 2013; Fischl et al., 2008; Wagstyl et al., 2015).
These prior reports suggest coupling may be a valuable tool to combine
measures to predict cytoarchitecture using MRI. Second, developmental
and neuropsychiatric differences in thickness (Raznahan et al., 2011;
Shaw et al., 2008; Sowell et al., 2007) and gyriﬁcation (Cachia et al.,
2008; Csernansky et al., 2008; Klein et al., 2014; Shaw et al., 2012) suggest the promising potential of coupling to identify regions where these
measures interact. For example, thickness differences that are spatially
related to SD have been reported in development and neuropsychiatric
disorders (Goghari et al., 2007; Selemon et al., 1998; Vandekar et al.,
2015). Goghari et al. identiﬁed regions of sulcal cortex in the temporal
lobe where patients with schizophrenia showed signiﬁcant reductions
in thickness compared to controls. Their ﬁndings suggest that coupling
should be more negative in the temporal lobe in schizophrenia. Reductions in the CT of sulci in schizophrenia have been attributed to thinning
of layer 2, which is relatively thicker in sulci than gyri (Selemon et al.,
1998; Wagstyl, 2015). Coupling may be a useful tool to easily identify
regions where such complex relationships occur. Third and ﬁnally, spatial relationships with other cortical characteristics, such as underlying
white matter (Vandekar et al., 2015), can also be investigated using
the coupling approach. More generally, coupling is not restricted to surface based analyses and can be used to describe the relationship of volumetric images of different modalities.
Conclusions
We introduced a novel method for measurement of local cortical
coupling, which captures the bivariate relationship between CT and
SD. This measure is spatially heterogeneous, evolves conspicuously in
youth, and is different between males and females. Coupling is not restricted to surface based analyses and can be used to describe the relationship of volumetric images of different modalities. Such measures
can facilitate investigation of local individual differences in cortical topology, and may offer a valuable brain phenotype for identiﬁcation of
abnormal brain development related to neuropsychiatric illness.
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